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HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 71: YOUR CHANCE IS HERE 

  Chapter 71 

  Feng's building. 

  Xu Xiaomao walked out of the elevator and arrived at the door of the president's office and 

knocked on the door. 

  After receiving permission, he pushed the door and entered. 

  Feng Xin was staring at a bottle of perfume on the desktop, quietly pondering. 

  The last time it was sent to the lab, a small portion of the dose was taken out for analysis, and then 

it was sent back. 

  To be honest, he likes the smell of this perfume. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. 

  Feng Xin lazily raised his eyelids and rewarded him with a look, "Go out if there is nothing." 

  "Something's wrong, Mr. Feng, it's like this, you asked us to send someone to keep an eye on Lu 

Òfishing's side, and we've made some discoveries." 

  Feng Xin put the perfume into the password drawer before looking at Xu Xiaomo, "Continue." 

  "Today, Miss Tang and Lu Yan went to see Lu Xinqing again, and just happened to meet Lu Xinqing 

to make things difficult for them. Lu Yan used some methods to provoke Lu Xinqing away, and it didn't 

take long for people to expose all of Lu Xinqing's black materials, and now Lu Xinqing has temporarily 

left the country to avoid questioning from her friends and family." 

  Feng Xin frowned: "I asked you to keep an eye on her to check this?" 

  Xu Xiaomo lost his smile: "Although the scene has not yet found out why Lu Xinqing was attacked, 

but this information is also useful." 

  He took credit and hurriedly said, "Boss, Lu Yan and Lu ÒÒ fish have no blood relationship, nor are 

they any classmates or friends, he is so out for Lu Ò fish, the only possibility is that he has taken a fancy 

to this girl, ready to step on two boats, then, Miss Tang will not be able to stand it, will definitely kick 

him, then your chance, here it comes!" 

  The man's face indifferent, black eyes cold man. 

  "Do you not want to do this job anymore?" 

  Only then did Xu Xiaomo realize that he had patted the wrong horse's ass and was busy putting 

away his smile. 

  "I'm sorry, boss, I'm the one who made a fool of myself." 

  Feng Xin moved his eyes away and faintly asked, "How is it going over at Qingxue Yinhuo?" 



  "They don't know their employer's information either, they simply came to carry out the mission, 

and the goal is to destroy Teacher Lu Òfishing's underground laboratory." 

  Feng Xin's eyes tightened slightly, "Underground laboratory?" 

  "Yes, Lu Òfishing had a teacher who was a medical researcher before she was born and had a 

private laboratory, this time the goal of these two people is to destroy this laboratory." 

  Feng Xin pondered for a few seconds and said, "That teacher, what area does he specialize in?" 

  "The research of human brain diseases." 

  "What's the name?" 

  "Xu Jiaqiang." 

  Feng Xin's indifferent handsome face finally had a slight look of joy. 

  After so long, there was finally progress. 

  Those people, at last, had appeared. 

  "How is the lab now?" 

  Xu Xiaomo said: "It seems to be destroyed, when our people arrived, the things inside have 

disappeared, it's a pity, the trail is broken again, boss, what now? Still keep an eye on Lu ÒÒ?" 

  "No need for now." 

  "What about the two Qingxue? Should we let them go and send someone to follow them again?" 

  Feng Xin said, "These two were captured, the Dark Alliance side will not let them live, there is 

nothing of value, you find someone to contact the people on the FIRE side, let them follow the line of Lu 

Òfishing and investigate upwards." 

  Xu Xiaomo showed a difficult look, "Boss, there is one more thing I forgot to tell you, fire side, 

refused to take the single about the Lu ÒÒ fish." 

  Feng Xin's eyes darkened and he snorted: "There is no enterprise that has a grudge against money, 

since it is commercial in nature, there is no single that will not be accepted." 

  Xu Xiaomo nodded: "I understand." 
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  Chapter 72 

  Xu Xiaomo went out and immediately set out to contact the people of FIRE, a mysterious and 

powerful organization, similar in nature to those of the Dark Alliance, both taking orders to do things, 

except that most of the people of the Dark Alliance are assassins in nature, while they are only 

responsible for using the computer to investigate and collect information for their employers, 

equivalent to detectives, yet broader than the detective's scope of business. 



  Such an organization, Xu Xiaomo thought nothing of it, why it would refuse to accept a single about 

the Lu fish. 

  Could it be that ...... is superstitious? 

  After all, these days, Lu Xinqing has created a lot of rumors about Lu Xingyu on the Internet, saying 

that she is a fatal star and whoever comes near is unlucky. 

  Xu Xiaomo thought about it, but still thought it was impossible. 

  Such a powerful organization, believe in these things, too far-fetched. 

  He did not continue to think about it, speeding up his pace to go to work. 

  At the moment of lunch break, Feng Xin received a message from his mother. 

  The actual fact is that you'll be able to get a lot more than just a few of these. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services. 

  He never cares about things that are irrelevant and troublesome to him. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a new one. 

  The actual bullying is probably a big deal, and you, as a brother, have to go see for yourself. 

  --- 

  After having lunch outside, Thousand indistinct went back to school. 

  Preparation candidates are classes all day, and monthly exams are coming up, senior students 

spend almost all their time studying, even eating without eating fish, because spitting fish spines wastes 

time. 

  At this time, although it is lunch break, there are more than a dozen scholars in the class are looking 

down at their books. 

  There is no shortage of diligent people in the general class, they are more diligent than those in the 

key classes, just lacking in ability, and their grades rise more slowly. 

  Tang Qianzhong sat in the corridor against the wall in the teacher's exclusive position drinking 

yogurt and watching the serial comic book with great interest. 

  The latest chapter is about serial killers dumping bodies. 

  When I saw the excitement, the desktop was knocked. 

  Looked up and saw Yan Su and Liao Yan. 

  Thousand indistinct flat eyes had color when they saw Liao Yan, naturally put away the phone, 

stood up, face soft: "Teacher Liao, teacher Yan." 

  Yan Su was surprised to see her so well behaved for the first time. 

  However, in the next second, it sank, "Tang Qianzhu, what were you looking at just now?" 



  Thousand indistinct did not cover up, "Comics." 

  "Alas, teacher Liao, listen, listen, this student is simply the most difficult to teach I have ever met, 

people do not nap are studying, she is good, look at these things without nutrition, this is good, the day 

after tomorrow is the monthly exam, when the results come out, you will certainly be transferred to 

your class teacher to chase the wind class, then it will be more difficult to bring up the grades. " 

  Liao Yan looked a little strange, "er, Yan teacher, in fact, not so serious ......" 

  "How not, you also saw, not I wronged her." 

  Liao Yan laughed, "Each child's talent is different, some children do not have to work very hard to 

be able to a little, we can not be so rigid." 

  Yan Su disagreed, said a few words, and left. 

  Liao Yan didn't rush off and turned back to ask Tang Qianzhu: "Zhizhi, do you know about the 

chemistry competition?" 

  Thousand indistinct nodded. 

  "The teacher's meaning, right, is to let you participate, the remedial classes to the teacher, every 

day after school you go to the teacher's home." 

  "Mom, what are you talking about?" Lin Xiao Cai suddenly appeared. 

  Walked over, holding Liao Yan's arm, looking at Tang Qianzhong warily, "Competition class is only 

for those who have the basis of achievement, and I also signed up, you do not review for your own 

daughter, to an outsider review ......" 

  -- 

  (Extra shift is over, continue to ask for recommendation votes, ask for red beans, everyone send 

red beans can choose the role to send, help indistinct and string brother climbing ranking ha) 
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  Chapter 73 

  Liao Yan frowned, "Xiao Cai, don't say that." 

  Thousand indistinct faintly raised her lips, "Teacher, I know what's going on in my heart about 

tutoring, you don't have to worry." 

  "This ......" 

  "Mom, she has said so, you do not hot face to her cold ass, go go go, there are still things to do." 

  She said while pulling Liao Yan away. 

  Liao Yan looked back over, her eyes were full of uneasiness. 

  The first time I saw the cartoon, I was able to read it. 



  In the afternoon, at the end of the second period, Tang Qianzhu was called by the class teacher Xue 

Ying. 

  In the office, several teachers were discussing the chemistry competition and did not pay attention 

to Tang Qianzhu. 

  When Qianzhao thought she had to wait again this time like last time, Xue Ying glanced at her 

figure and immediately stood up. 

  "Here you are, come over with me." 

  "What exactly is it?" Thousand indistinct did not move a step. 

  Xue Ying turned back and sighed, her face gloomy, "You ah you, let me say what is good about 

you?" 

  This, she deliberately said in a very low voice. 

  The subsequent sentence, the voice is even lower, "let you study well not learn, this is good, affect 

others, other people's parents came to school to find you, even I, the class teacher's face is also 

disgraced by you." 

  Tang Qianzhong's lips tugged, "So it's not you looking for me, then I'm leaving." 

  "You stand still." Xue Ying restrained her temper and walked up to her, "You must come with me 

and give an explanation to the parents." 

  Tang Qianzhu looked askance at Xue Ying's anxious and inflamed face and said indifferently, 

"Account for what? How come I don't know, I still need to give an explanation to the people?" 

  Xue Ying looked around and saw that no one was coming, then she said, "Xu Youzheng from the 

wind chasing class confessed his love to you, didn't he? Now his parents think that you affected his 

academic performance, you dragged him down, now people have been waiting in the school conference 

room over there, they are donated to the school of the good people, we must give people an account, 

you, later to go to the parents to apologize properly, and then sign a pledge, never appear in front of Xu 

Youzheng students, do you know? " 

  Tang Qianzhu is quite serious after listening to this speech, and then, on a smile. 

  The eyebrows curved, eyes brimming with light. 

  Xue Ying, however, was made to frown by her laugh, "What are you laughing at?" 

  "A very funny joke, why am I not laughing?" 

  Xue Ying shook her head speechlessly, "The teacher is telling you business, you think I'm telling a 

joke?" 

  Tang Qianzhong shrugged, "Otherwise, but anyone with a bit of intelligence can't say that just now, 

if it's not a joke, I would suspect that the teacher's intelligence is out of order." 

  "You ......" 



  Thousand indistinct with a leisurely and breezy posture, "If there is nothing, I will go back to class 

first, after all, in two days on the monthly exam, but I still want to continue to study in your class." 

  Xue Ying saw her like this, and did not intend to talk to her more. 

  It was impossible for her to disobey the leader's orders and embarrass people's parents. 

  This Tang Qianzhong, must go to apologize! 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the picture. 

  In the nick of time, her brain controlled her body's agile response and did not do anything to resist. 

  There are a lot of people around, if you argue with the teacher, it is estimated that she will have to 

deal with some troublesome chores. 

  With this in mind, she indifferently followed Xue Ying towards the conference room. 

  At that moment, the phone twitched. 
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  Chapter 74 

  The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual situation. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the picture. 

  In the nick of time, her brain controlled her body's agile response and did not do anything to resist. 

  There are a lot of people around, if you argue with the teacher, it is estimated that she will have to 

deal with some troublesome chores. 

  With this in mind, she indifferently followed Xue Ying towards the conference room. 

  At this moment, the phone twitched. 

  Xue Ying turned around and glared at her, "Turn off your phone, don't try to use your phone as an 

excuse to escape later, the school leaders are here, you just need to apologize properly and sign a 

pledge to be safe and sound, do you understand?" 

  The new message on the phone was a bit surprising. 

  It was a message from Feng Xin. 

  Ask her, where is it. 

  "I said why are you just so stubborn, the phone for the time being give me hold!" Xue Ying quickly 

snatched her phone away and put it in her pocket. 

  Thousand indistinct eyes darkened, just faintly walked to Xue Ying's side, did not say anything. 



  At this time, they also arrived at the door of the conference room. 

  Xue Ying knocked on the door and took her inside. 

  "Mr. Xu, Mrs. Xu, Tang Qianzhong, I've brought it." 

  Just as she finished saying this, a teacher suddenly came at the door and called her out in a 

whisper. 

  Xue Ying quietly exited, obediently shutting the door tight. 

  Thousand indistinct playing with the phone in his pocket, blandly silent looking at the several 

people sitting around the round table. 

  The three leaders, two men and one woman, are the principal and vice principal as well as the 

director of teaching. 

  The other pair of middle you couple, wearing extraordinary clothes, just like Xu Youzheng's parents. 

  Mrs. Xu quietly sized her up for a few moments, "It's really a foxy looker, young to learn what's not 

good, learn bad women to seduce men." 

  As soon as Mr. Xu heard this, he gave his wife a wink and told her to pay attention to the wording. 

  Subsequently, also with a serious face, looking at Tang Qianzhu: "Child, you first sit down." 

  Tang Qianzhu pulled away the chair and sat down, still with a bland and pointless posture. 

  "You have precisely what relationship with our family?" 

  "Nothing to do with." 

  "You still nonsense, we have video here as proof, my son is not studying during class time, 

confessing his love to you, and you still say it has nothing to do with you?" 

  Thousand indistinct beautiful eyes have some focus, "Mrs. Xu, my eyes are very hot and painful." 

  Mrs. Xu snorted, "What does that have to do with me?" 

  Thousand indistinct: "Of course it does, you take up my precious class time to force me to come 

here to see your face, is not your responsibility?" 

  Mrs. Xu suddenly realized that she was being teased, and immediately changed her face. 

  On the other hand, Mr. Xu already understood what was going on. 

  Tang Qianzhong had already responded to their question with this sentence. 

  "Child, you are saying that this matter is only meant by our family having a positive side, is it?" 

  Thousand indistinct: "Ask him yourselves, I don't understand the affairs of people who are not 

familiar." 

  After saying that, she was about to get up. 



  "Wait!" Mrs. Xu stood up. 

  "You sign this pledge for me and promise to consciously stay away from my son in the future, I 

don't want my son's future to be ruined by someone like you." 

  Thousand indistinct he laughed, "Seriously?" 

  Several adults' faces changed, unconsciously, by the teasing in the eyes of the girl in front of them 

to make the heart hairy. 

  The moment the atmosphere stagnated, someone suddenly knocked on the door. 

  Xue Ying's strangely pale face peeked in, as if she had been frightened by something. 

  Suddenly, she turned back to the person behind her and said, "Mr. Feng, this way please." 

  (Guess when and how I got my phone back?) 
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  Chapter 75 

  The familiar milky mint scent burrowed inside her nose, and Tang Qianzhong's brow furrowed. 

  What was he doing here? 

  Feng Xin's appearance caused everyone present to stand up in unison. 

  Mrs. Xu's anger, immediately collected down. 

  Turning her head somewhat anxiously, she muttered in her husband's ear, "Didn't Yun Ruyi say that 

no one from the Feng family treats this girl well, why is Feng Xin here?" 

  Her husband was also shocked and hurriedly told her to shut up and keep quiet for now. 

  Xue Ying whispered two words in the principal's ear, the principal's face changed greatly, and after 

looking at Tang Qianzhuo, she immediately welcomed Feng Xin to the main seat, Feng Xin did not take a 

seat. 

  He just glanced at Qianzhu, then coldly swept the circle of people present, his voice clear and cold: 

"What happened?" 

  The two Mr. and Mrs. Xu were just about to say that there was nothing wrong when the principal 

spoke up first, "This is Mr. Feng, today Mr. Xu is here to talk about the problem of early love among the 

children, this child is more beautiful, there are many boys who confess their love to her, the son of Mr. 

Xu's family is also among them, Mr. Xu is worried that this will affect his son's performance, so he came 

to talk about this matter. " 

  The main reason for this is the fact that the company's business is not only a good one, but also a 

good one. 

  The principal smiled and handed him the letter of guarantee, "Mr. Feng, take a look." 



  Feng Xin did not take the guarantee, but raised his hand to look at his watch, "Is it the end of 

class?" 

  The principal's face was a beat, then he reacted and was busy saying to Qianzhuo, "Qianzhuo, you 

go to class first, go go go." 

  "That won't do!" Mrs. Xu sternly stopped, although the voice was laced with a trifle of scruples, in 

the end, it was still mostly impulsive. 

  "She hasn't signed the guarantee yet, she can't go." 

  Despite the next Xu kept tugging her, she still did not change her mind, but instead, holding the 

words have been said, more bluntly: "red face red face red face, thousands of years of ancient words are 

valuable lessons, this Tang Qianzhong rely on their few beauty affect the study of classmates, according 

to me, such students should not be read here. " 

  The principal thought about it, then turned around and rushed Xue Ying said, "Teacher Xue, still not 

quickly bring Qianzhuo students to class, do not delay the child's learning." 

  Xue Ying, who was in a daze, immediately came back to her senses and went to Qianzhu, saying, 

"Qianzhu, go over with the teacher." 

  Tang Qianzhuo looked at Feng Xin, then got up and went out. 

  Originally, she had planned to go. 

  Even if he didn't come, it was the same. 

  When she reached the door, she stopped walking. 

  "Teacher, I still have to go to the restroom, you can go over first." 

  Xue Ying had already changed her face, sincerely and fearfully, and carefully asked, "Do you want 

the teacher to accompany you over?" 

  "No need." Thousand indistinct faintly dropped a sentence, then walked towards the teachers' 

restroom at the end. 

  It's class time and no one is inside. 

  She went in, washed her hands, and took off the weak hearing device. 

  First, she heard the voice of Xue Ying, who was not yet far away - 

  "Aiyo, Teacher Zhao, let me tell you, that Tang Qianzhong in our class, is not from an ordinary 

person's house." 

  "What?" 

  "Just now did you see Feng string Feng general?" 

  "You mean, Tang Qianzhong is a relative of their family?" 



  "I do not know exactly what relationship, just now I went to see him, he said, is the student's 

parents, asked the name, only to know that it is Tang Qianzhuo! No wonder this student is so arrogant, 

no teacher, it turns out that there is so big backer to rely on." 

  "Oh, the student's parents, this said personally?" 

  "Yes, personally! This Feng Can is not his brother, but we have never seen him come to his brother 

to deal with anything, but this time for Tang Qianzhong came, I guess ah, this Tang Qianzhong, perhaps 

his father's illegitimate daughter!" 
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  "Yo, don't talk nonsense like that, his dad has a good reputation." 

  "That's his cousin! It seems that this month's exam, I have to let her go to the wind chasing class no 

matter what, this hot potato, I can't control her in the future, it will definitely be a disaster." 

  "You can not be impulsive, to go to the wind chasing class, but also depends on the student results 

to say things, if she did not fall to the bottom hundred, you are not able to get her over." 

  Voice gradually far away, a few other, within the ears of a thousand indistinct, gradually clear - 

  "Young Master Feng, our two families are also a family, we are at least your elders, then there are 

some things that I have to say. 

  The behavior of Tang Qianzhu in the school is obvious to all, I have just learned, this student just 

transferred to the school within a few days, and beat a girl into the hospital, usually do not focus in 

class, either reading extracurricular books or sleep, where there is a little learning look, I as a child's 

parents, also can not look down. 

  You, not yet married, do not know how to discipline the children, today this matter, please do not 

interfere, we look at your face, will not be difficult for her, the apology is not necessary, as long as this 

guarantee bookmarked, on the line." 

  These words were said by Mrs. Xu. 

  In the middle, accompanied by Mr. Xu's low voice to stop, but, obviously to no avail. 

  Thousand indistinct at this time standing in the corridor, one hand supporting the chin, lazy and 

lazy to appreciate the afternoon sprinkled on the brimming sunshine on the strong pine, enjoy the 

breeze coming Xu. 

  The next second, a low and cold male voice slowly into the ears --- 

  "The content of the pledge has to be changed, and the signer has to be changed as well." 

  The principal was busy asking, "Mr. Feng, you said, I have a printer here, so I can change it 

immediately." 



  Feng Xin: "First, change Tang Qianzhong to their child's name, and second, have their son sign it, so 

that I can let bygones be bygones for now." 

  "Young Master Feng, you are going too far, is this matter the fault of our child? It's Tang Qianzhong 

who is not concentrating on seducing our child in class, it's her who should sign, not us who have 

positive!" Mrs. Xu was dissatisfied. 

  Feng Xin was not quick to say: "My child was harassed and did not sue you, already considered the 

friendship between the two families." 

  This voice is full of carelessness and diffidence, just listening to it, even without seeing his face, I 

can imagine his cold and arrogant posture that does not put people in the eyes. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

Today with this one, tomorrow seducing another, is this still a student? In the end, by signing this, we 

are doing her a favor." 

  "Early love?" Feng string seems to be low laugh, "She can't look at anyone in this school, talk about 

early love?" 

  "This ...... young master Feng, what do you mean by this? Are you saying that our son is not good 

enough for her?" 

  "Indeed, he is not worthy." Feng string sounded elegant. 

  "Young Master Feng, how can you say such things, your grandfather has personally praised my 

family Youzheng, you ......" 

  "If you are not satisfied with this treatment, transfer your children to another school, or, I will 

personally transfer them for you." 

  Mrs. Xu choked for a moment, "I really don't know what's in your mind!" 

  Her temper had been extinguished for a large part at this point, and she seemed to be, well, fearful 

of Feng Xin. 

  In a short while, the principal had the guarantee changed. 

  "Mr. Xu, Mrs. Xu, look, are you asking Xu Shao to come over ......" 

  "We don't sign, today, let's pretend we never came!" 

  "Young Master Feng, this is all a small matter between the children, then we adults will not get 

involved, regardless, let them handle it themselves, the company still has things to do, we will leave 

first." 
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  Soon after this voice came, the door opened and Mrs. Xu came out holding a ball of paper, followed 

by Mr. Xu, the two walked a little fast. 



  After arriving in front of her, Mr. Xu smiled and said, "I apologize for the offense I took just now, 

child, don't take it to heart." 

  Mrs. Xu looked extremely uncomfortable, quickly said "sorry" and then pulled her husband away. 

  The next second, Feng Xin walked out of the conference room. 

  The long and upright figure appeared in the field of vision, and Qian Zhuya's quiet eyes met his 

deep and calm eyes. 

  For a moment, her face appeared uncomfortable for a second, faintly turning her face back to look 

at the pine trees downstairs. 

  The fragrance, gradually approaching this side. 

  In the end, she could feel that her body seemed to be enveloped by his unique scent. 

  It was clear that they were half a meter away from each other. 

  She still didn't turn her head, just standing in a less lazy posture than she did earlier. 

  "How much longer until school ends?" A low voice came. 

  Thousand indistinct looked at her watch and said, "Fifteen minutes later." 

  "No, go home." 

  He said, and then lifted his steps and walked away. 

  After two steps, did not feel the person behind him to follow, and stopped. 

  Side head, see the girl's motionless figure, still lying on the railing. 

  "You want to send me?" 

  Feng Xin had little expression, "Your Aunt Wan's orders." 

  "Oh, so ah, then you go first, I'll just talk to her later." 

  The man's clear eyebrows appeared a trace of displeasure, "Go get your school bag." 

  He said, he did not wait for a response, and then raised his steps towards the front. 

  The next second, he also moved his steps. 

  The two arrived at the door of class 18, inside, the students were reviewing their homework, and 

the teacher was sitting on the podium reading a book. 

  He stood at the door and watched her go in to get her things. 

  The moment he pulled down the drawer, a pile of things scattered out from inside, a look is love 

letters and some small gifts. 

  The first thing you need to do is to take a look at one of the small items and put it in your pocket, 

then walk out with your own bag. 



  The man's handsome brows knitted. 

  "Let's go." She said, and walked past him. 

  Feng Xin's eyes lingered on her coat pocket for a few seconds. 

  Then, he saw her pull out her phone to read the message. 

  He didn't mean to peek, but this height difference just happened to scan the message on it without 

thinking - 

  [Miss me? (Kisses) (Kisses)] 

  He moved his eyes away, the color of his eyes, a little darker than just now. 

  In a short while, Qian Zhuya turned back to him and said: "I have something to do temporarily, you 

go back first." 

  The man's mouth moved for a moment, wanting to speak but then stopped. 

  After that, he only gave a faint "hmm". 

  The two separated at the entrance of the school. 

  The two of them parted at the entrance of the school. Feng Xin looked at the girl walking lightly in 

the opposite direction and suddenly felt a bit uncomfortable in his heart. 

  A bewildering feeling struck my heart. 

  --- 

  The first thing you need to do is to get to the base of the largest calligraphy enthusiast association 

in the capital and sit quietly in the meeting area of the parlour. 

  Just as she entered, she bumped into a familiar face. 

  Shi Cheng'an's face was accompanied by surprise when he saw her. 

  However, he just gave her an odd look and did not speak to her. 

  Soon, he turned his eyes away. 

  Not long after, the manager came out and walked towards him. 

  "Young Master Shi, please come with me." 

  Shi Cheng'an got up, and his sight, glanced at the back of Qianzhong. 

  Said: "I remember there is a rank restriction here, right?" 

  Manager: "Yes, to enter our place, you must have the minimum rank D certified by the association, 

and the ordinary enthusiast activity center is not located over here." 

  Shi Cheng'an gave Tang Qianzhong a massive glance from top to bottom and said quietly, "Your 

security here needs to be changed, don't let anyone get mixed in." 



  After saying that, he turned his head towards the inside. 

  The manager was confused, looked back at the meeting area, and half a day did not figure out who 

had mixed in. 
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  Chapter 78 

  Then, greeting the supervisor from the front hall, he said, "Master Harasin is coming over today, so 

keep an eye on the people here inside and out." 

  "I got it, manager." 

  The manager nodded and headed upstairs, and instructed that no one was allowed to enter at will. 

  Thousand indistinct sipping the clear tea in his hand, occasionally glancing at the time, and then, 

looking out the window to the street. 

  The person she was waiting for, hadn't come yet. 

  A few people sitting at the table next to her discussed something, and then, called the supervisor 

over. 

  "Hello, what can I do for you?" 

  "Just now you guys said that Hara-san would come today?" 

  The supervisor smiled a little embarrassed, "Yes, but it's internal news, today he came over, mainly 

to accept disciples, the third young master of the Shi family is interested in worshiping him as a teacher, 

he came here on purpose, today, except for accepting disciples, the master has no other activities 

scheduled, also ask the guests not to spread the news." 

  "You guys are unkind, we are also senior members of the association, several of us are B-ranked, 

the master to come, you even see oh degree not let us see a side, that we used to be in the association 

of money are false chanting." 

  The supervisor partly difficult to do, "guests, you do not say so ......" 

  On the other hand, Tang Qianzhong's cell phone moved. 

  [Mirror: there was an accident, can not go today, another day about, sorry! Another day will 

definitely make amends ah] 

  This guy is really ...... 

  Even though a little upset, there is no more surprise. 

  This person is the kind of master who falls off the chain at critical moments. 

  She turned her head to look at the stairway leading to the second floor, and a trace of curiosity 

appeared in her idle and bland eyes. 



  At this moment, those few members were messing with the staff and insisted on going up to meet 

their idols. 

  The supervisor and the other two staff members are trying their best to persuade, and have no 

time to care about the stairway. 

  Thousand indistinct unhurriedly walked past them and went straight up to the second floor. 

  The second floor is quieter than below, where there is movement, one can identify the exact 

location by listening. 

  At this time, the sound of mellow, old-fashioned laughter came from a certain room, so Qian Zhun 

moved to walk over. 

  Just before he reached the door, he heard the movement inside - 

  "Young master An has the heart to worship me as his teacher, it is my honor, don't worry, from 

today onwards, I will teach you all that I have learned, and I guarantee that you will write the best 

calligraphy before the old master's birthday!" 

  "Thank you, teacher." Shi Cheng'an's tone was light, and even carried an innate sense of 

condescension and disdain. 

  Apparently, he didn't really put this teacher in his eyes either, and even, a bit disappointed. 

  Thousand indistinct knock on the door. 

  The movement inside, a moment of silence. 

  Two seconds later, a young girl opened the door. 

  Seeing her, puzzled, "You are?" 

  "I'm a friend of Teacher Yuanxin and a member of the association, I heard he was here today and 

came to pay a visit." 

  The young girl eyed her suspiciously, then said, "Just wait." 

  With that, she closed the door. 

  Not long after, a deliberately elevated voice came out from inside in response to her - 

  "Today, this master does not see anyone else but his disciples, so please ask her to go back." 

  This voice is full of panic, not at all belonging to the age should have a calm and composed. 

  It's like a, fidgety, city man who has no connection with art. 

  The corner of the mouth of the thousand indistinct hooked, cold eyes, melted into a touch of 

danger. 

  The next second, the staff member opened the door and repeated the words of the original heart. 



  The next moment, the staff opened the door and repeated the words of the original heart. Unless, 

in this case, there is no Master Yuanxin." 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 79: LITTLE FANS WHO COME TO MAKE TROUBLE 

  Chapter 79 

  The staff conveyed the words word for word to the few people inside. 

  "Who says no, I am the original heart! Let her go, don't bother us!" 

  The man on the side spoke out sharply, he was none other than Hara-sin. 

  Dressed in a white robe, wearing a retro two-eighths haircut, with a slightly fat body and a bulging 

stomach, he had a bit of a comic taste. 

  This is also the reason why Shi Chengan was disappointed. 

  This is a far cry from the original heart he imagined. 

  The smell of books and scrolls is not there, even the appearance and temperament, also with his 

imagination, completely different. 

  The reason is that he had praised this person incessantly in Feng Chuchu before. 

  Shi Chengan and the general manager of the association, both had their own thoughts. 

  General Manager: "Teacher, since it's your friend, please come in, Young Master An, what do you 

think?" 

  Shi Chengan didn't care about one more person, besides, this person is also a friend of the master, 

and the one who is close to the vermilion is red and the one who is close to the ink is black, so I think 

she is also a talented person. 

  "Let her in." 

  "Slowly! Slowly!" 

  "Teacher, what are your concerns?" Shi Cheng'an said indifferently. 

  He did not understand how his friend was not allowed to enter when she was right in front of the 

door. 

  Original heart wiped a handful of eye frame pressed sweat, laughed: "An Gongzi know something, 

my humble disciple accepting, not used to being peer watching, a little uncomfortable, so be it, then, 

that staff, let that aunt go back first, later I will go to her after busy." 

  The staff member is a 17 or 18-year-old girl, heard his words, turned around, said, "Teacher, she's 

not too old, looks about the same as me." 

  "About the same as you?" Yuan Xin was stunned for a moment. 

  His eyes rolled around and he didn't make a sound for a moment. 



  "What's the problem, teacher?" 

  As soon as Yuan Xin wiped his dense sweat, he said, "Oh, I was just thinking, I'm an old man in his 

fifties and sixties, where is a friend in his teens, this outside ......" 

  The general manager said, "Teacher means that the person outside pretending to be your friend?" 

  A staff member interjected, "There are indeed several members down there clamoring to see the 

master, maybe, really." 

  The general manager instantly sank his face and said to the two staff members, "That's outrageous, 

you two, get the person down immediately and don't allow anyone to come and disturb them again." 

  The two nodded and walked out, but unexpectedly, just as they reached the screen, they took a 

step back in unison. 

  Shi Chengan suspicious, follow their gaze stared at the screen that place, the next second, saw Shi 

Shi all walked in Tang Qianzhu, that careless posture, scattered a loose and unrestrained. 

  Shi Chengan full of expectation immediately fell short, brow frowned. 

  The general manager's eyes are also filled with disappointment, the original is a little girl, a look at 

the little fan to mess up. 

  Only the original heart wiped a handful of sweat on the forehead, the whole person relaxed. 

  Shi Cheng'an didn't say anything, and didn't even glance at Tang Qianzhong's side any more. 

  He only instructed the general manager, "Hurry up and take care of it, I have something to do 

later." 

  The general manager hey sounded and immediately went to Tang Qianzhuo, "Little girl, today is not 

a fan meeting, you go back, another day after the event, you come back, then our teacher will give you 

an autograph." 

  "Hey - no need to wait for another day." Yuan Xin changed his repulsive look just now and became 

affable, "Bring the pen and paper, I'll sign the little girl's name here." 

  The staff immediately served paper and pencil. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 80 - STUPIDITY 

  Chapter 80 

  Thousand indistinct did not say anything, a few teases flowed in his eyes, quietly watching him sign 

the notebook. 

  Subsequently, a hand was extended from the pocket to take the signature handed over by the staff. 

  Suddenly, her eyebrows knitted and she tsked, "That's not right." 

  Everyone's expression changed because of her voice, each thought. 

  Shi Chengan indifferently glanced at her, then looked down at his phone, there are a few impatient. 



  The original heart took a few steps forward, "Girl, what's wrong? Give less? Want a few? Say it, 

uncle can sign to you." 

  Thousand indistinct raised his eyes, slowly raised the corners of his eyes, overflowing with a small 

fox-like cunning and wantonly bright smile: "This is not the same as the signature I got before, you, is a 

fake." 

  Original heart smile cracked! 

  The general manager frowned: "You child, what nonsense?" 

  Thousand indistinct from the pocket took out the phone, pull out a signature photo, "This is the 

original heart's signature, this is his, although the two handwriting is almost the same, but the original 

heart to write their names, always will deliberately add an extra cross in the original, and, most 

importantly, the original heart ...... is a woman. " 

  The general manager looked twice at the signature photo in her phone and froze for a moment. 

  It is not sure whether to believe. 

  After all, the words in her phone, indeed a glance can be seen is from the original heart of the 

hand. 

  Moreover, she just said that she was a friend of Hara-sin. 

  Perhaps, it is true? 

  So thinking, the general manager's eyes full of suspicion, and tried to look behind the original heart. 

  At this moment, the original heart sweated even more. 

  "Teacher, it's not hot in this room, why are you sweating so much?" 

  The original heart pulled out a smile, "This, I am mainly a physical problem ......" 

  "I have long heard that in recent times there are people impersonating the original heart to get 

money everywhere, originally thought it was a fake, unexpectedly today came across." Thousand 

indistinct said. 

  General manager smiled, look at the original heart of the eyes, deeper. 

  After all, invited him to come, indeed spent a lot of money, Shi family side, will also give a lot of 

tuition. 

  Before invited two years did not come, this time suddenly came, indeed strange. 

  However, about the original heart, they know very little, even the real name and ancestry of these 

do not know. 

  Even the male and female, there was a dispute before. 

  The original heart took a breath and said: "I think, this little girl misunderstood, I have never signed 

anyone's name before, nor have I held any autograph event, how could you have my signature, it seems 



that you met a counterfeit before, think about it, I am a calligraphy writer, could I still write the words 

towards the wrong." 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

  The smile was a little amused and a little careless, and said, "This character, printed quite neatly." 

  The original heart stumbled a step, was held by the staff. 

  "You nonsense, this word is my handwritten this morning, specially for young master An's gift!" 

Yuan Xin was no longer as calm as she was just now. 

  Tang Qianzhong eyes mixed with a few hints of coldness, "Oh, so?" 

  "Manager, what are you thinking, still not get people out?" Shi Chengan suddenly spoke out. 

  The manager's brain was extremely confused, although he managed this place, he wasn't good at 

calligraphy, he was just good at management. 

  For a while, he couldn't make up his mind. 

  Only then did Shi Cheng'an reluctantly look at Qian Zhun and said, "This person has nothing to do 

with calligraphy at all, he is just an ordinary high school student. Manager, why don't you do it?" 

  Thousand indistinct heckled, walked to him with a few steps, and kindly laughed, "Stupid." 

  She lazily withdrew her eyes, did not have the heart to stay here any longer, turned around and 

walked out. 

  Shi Cheng'an changed his face, although angry, but, inwardly, he was suddenly enveloped by a 

wave of uneasiness. 

  --The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

 

 


